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content-neutral reasoning systems (such as
predicate calculus), and the set of rules and
process descriptions that allow those reasoning
systems to solve real problems and perform real
tasks.
Human beings are no more adept at producing
these systems than at producing the inflexible
application specific computer programs we
might hope to produce, but will have to be
involved in the process. In the Cyc project, we
are trying to produce human-computer
collaborative systems that can build large scale
knowledge bases that are both sufficiently
general and sufficiently correct to be useable for
solving problems that were not conceived when
the knowledge bases were designed.
Broadly, the effort falls into three main parts:
creating new, precise, logical terms for classes of
objects and situations in the world, and for the
objects and situations themselves; extending
those representations with enough descriptive
detail to support useful inferences about them;
learning the generalizations that support those
inferences (typically in the form of rules); and
applying those inferences to new knowledge to
validate both the knowledge, and the
generalizations.
Acquiring sufficiently many new terms is a
daunting prospect: manual knowledge entry in
the first 25 years of the project has produced
hundreds of thousands of interrelated logical
terms, comparable to the vocabulary of a natural
language. But the requirement for precision in
terms used for formal inference suggests that a
very much larger vocabulary is needed. If
nothing else, the system will need terms for the
many millions of commonly mentioned people,
organizations, and events, which are in natural
language represented using multiword phrases,
for which precise rules for compositional
semantics do not exist. The manually constructed
terms, then, must be regarded as a seed. We are
currently growing the term set around that seed,
and acquiring associated knowledge, in two

Formalized representations of knowledge can
offer greater flexibility and broader applicability
to problem solving programs, by reducing the
need for specialized programming. However, this
promise can only be fully realized if all of the
knowledge required for some task is available in
suitable form.
The recent increase in popularity of logicbased representations, operating over web-based
logical symbols (the Semantic Web [ref]) offers
some hope that the available knowledge might
become available, but so far, the results of this
representational activity have been mostly
indicative, rather than broad demonstrations of
the application of automated reasoning to answer
real, practical needs.
One reason for this is that the knowledge
being represented is still very close to data;
relatively few predicates are used to connect
large numbers of individual entities. The
possibility of using arbitrarily many predicates
offers more flexibility than using a relational
database would, but this flexibility is barely
exploited. Because the rules relating predicates
are not generally expressed at all, and the links
between classes are barely expressed, these
relationships must still be imbedded in software
written in a conventional programming language.
To make things worse, the relationships that are
expressed are often incorrect. The owl:sameAs
relationship, for example, which is intended to
express logical equivalence between symbols, is
often used to connect terms that are merely
closely related. At best, this sort of imprecision,
which is probably unavoidable in logical systems
built by human beings, is a substantial barrier to
applying automated reasoning. At worst, it
produces representations that are less useful than
natural language text for machine use.
Realising the promise of automated reasoning
will require building, perhaps on top of the
current Semantic Web, the set of precise,
interconnected representations of classes and
individuals that are needed to permit the use of
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ways: collaborative, mixed initiative natural
language interfaces, and automated reading.
To increase the number of terms, we are
currently engaged in an effort to automatically
acquire the most accessed concepts from
Wikipedia, connected correctly to the Cyc
ontology
(see
sw.opencyc.org
e.g.
http://sw.opencyc.org/concept/Mx4rvnNcIpwpE
bGdrcN5Y29ycA to explore that ontology).
That effort will be described in more detail
elsewhere. Here we will concentrate on
interactive KB augmentation.

Content Understanding, Review, or Entry), a
dynamically constructed AJAX front-end for
Cyc. Its name reflects our belief that knowledge
capture should minimally intrusive: the CURE
attempts to Understand elements of a document;
if it is unsure, it elicits human Review; as a backoff, it supports mixed initiative natural language
Entry. In the screen shots below, the CURE is
shown gathering information from Wikipedia
pages that have been automatically tagged with
OpenCyc semantic terms (in the case of blue
underlines) and unknown named entities, in the
case of green underlines. Two examples are
given. In one, the TI OMAP 3430 processor used
in the palm pre is created as a concept, and
identified as a type of processor.

Knowledge Capture: Mixed Initiative
Our main interface for collaborative
knowledge acquisition is called the CURE (for

background knowledge that Palm Inc is a hightech manufacturer and a public company.

In the other, below, additional information
about the existing concept, Palm, Inc is added,
using forms generated based on the existing
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PalmInc
CommericalOrganizarion)
by
transitivity, and tell the system some of the
relations it should seek to instantiate for Palm.
The remaining work of assembling the forms an
generating the NL content for them is done
automatically, based on KB content attached to
the predicates in question. Since the goals for
knowledge acquisition are stored in the KB, this
way, they themselves can be produced by
inference, on the basis of knowledge
accumulating in the KB (via rules that conclude
to (generatedFormulasForElements-TermIsa ?X
?Y) )

These forms, a more complex example of
which is shown below, are not pre-determined,
they are generated from the background
knowledge base using inference. For example the
KB content:
(generateFormulasForElements-TermIsa
PubliclyHeldCorporation
(TheSet stockTickerSymbol))
(generateFormulasForElements-TermIsa
CommercialOrganization
(TheSet importantCompany
subOrganizations
mainBusinessActivityOfOrgOccursAt
foundingAgent incorporatedIn))

The information entered by the user is added
to the knowledge base, and can be reproduced
using natural language, as shown below, or used
widely for query answering.

both apply to PalmInc (because (isa PalmInc
PublicalyHeldCorporation) is true, as is (isa
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Producing More-General
Ground Facts

Rules

2005) we described the use of ILP to produce
candidate rules in Cyc. Recently, we have been
experimenting with an even simpler technique:
transforming decision trees trained on KB
content (in this case from the Analyst KB section
of the Cyc KB, Deaton et al. 2005) into Cyc rules
with probabilistic conclusions.

from

In order to realize the potential of automated
reasoning, it is necessary to move beyond simply
looking up facts, or doing simple type
generalizations. In previous work (Cabral et al.

(implies
(and
(isa ?EVENT TerroristAct)
(eventOccursAt ?EVENT Iraq))
(probability (perpetrator ?EVENT Iraqiinsurgents-Group)
0.9655))
Once entered into the KB, the learned rules,
including this one, can be used to answer queries
about likely perpetrators. For example, using
other rules learned from the Analyst’s
Knowledge Base, one can ask the following
query in order to find out the most likely
perpetrators of the terrorist attack in the West
Bank on March 26th, 2004.
(probability
(perpetrator TerroristAttack-March-26-2004West-Bank ?PERP) ?PROB)
One of the bindings returned is
TerroristOrganization-Hamas, who according to
learned rules, committed the act with 93%

For example, the decision tree that decides
whether or not the organization Iraqi insurgents
group is a likely perpetrator of an attack is
simply this:
where = Iraq
| when <= 2004.0
| | when <= 1998.0: other (3.0)
| | when > 1998.0: Iraqi-insurgents-Group
(2.0)
|
when > 2004.0: Iraqi-insurgents-Group
(79.0)
where != Iraq: other (1558.0)
The translation process is straightforward.
Each decision tree is translated by incorporating
rules only for leaf nodes with 30 or more
corresponding instances, and which positively
conclude to the perpetrator in focus. After
filtering out rules failing to meet these
conditions, only one rule was left in the case of
the Iraqi insurgents group:
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useful to view the justification for that answer,
which gives the facts and rules that were used to
conclude it. The justification is shown in the
screenshot below.

likelihood according to Cyc. This conclusion
depends on learned rules, ground facts, and
general “common-sense” knowledge. In order to
understand how that conclusion was reached, it is
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developers, making it possible to achieve a
higher degree of sophistication through the
combination of their own techniques with the
ones developed within the LarKC Community
(by both LarKC developers and other external
adopters).
The sort of scalability provided by LarKCdeveloped techniques will support the use of
more data in serving user information needs,
certainly, but can also contribute to the
development of very large scale knowledgebased systems, by supporting scaling of
knowledge
acquisition, and introspection,
including rule induction, for knowledge
refinement.

Scaling Inference
A third component of the effort to support
Artificial Intelligence at scale is the ability to do
relatively complex inference such as the one
shown above at extremely large scale. As part of
its goal of supporting reasoning over all the
world’s knowledge, Cycorp Europe is involved
in the LarKC FP7 IP project. The LarKC
platform, based in large part on the Cyc
inference engine and the Ontotext OWLIM triple
store, aims to support heterogeneous reasoning
over billions of billions of assertions.
LarKC (The Large Knowledge Collider) is a
platform for massive distributed incomplete
reasoning that aims to remove the scalability
barriers of currently existing reasoning systems
for the Semantic Web. LarKC users compose
plug-ins, implementing specific elements of
problem
solving,
into
dynamically
reconfigurable problem solving workflows.
Component plug-ins may perform data selection
(for example, finding RDF triples on the web
that might be of interest to a particular user), data
transformation (for example extracting assertions
about gene expression from text), reasoning
(logical, or probabilistic), etc. A key feature of
the LarKC design is the exploitation of the
current evolution towards very large scale
parallelism (multi-core and massively multi-core
processors), LarKC is currently investigating
how to apply distributed computing and
traditional
high
performance
computing
techniques (such as OpenMP and MPI) within
data access and reasoning plug-ins that are
naturally fine-grained, and across plug-ins that
are naturally coarse grained.
As an open
platform, LarKC encourages use by external and
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